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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

� 1...  7;* د(') ا :رع1 67& &  ،'4 45ی* و +-1 د(') ا /-،آ#"! +-�ل +* ا �(')...  ا '&م آ#"!  ��ا:إ��أة-7، 
1GDE7 .  ا �(')  J'K،و د(') III 45ی*... +* د(') ا :رع... III... خ1GDE7،*+ C'D أ '* ی1B+ ...CDE ذآ'@:ه?ا <ه> 7

و +O'* یR> 5> ج> MV <5سT .  آ#"Mس یR> 5'1 آ#"!  Q1 ت'M یM6Oله?ا 4Nی... آL+M أ '* یCDE و ی-�ل آ#"!
�& ا D&ل و ه?ا  ه?ا ی&خ? 5'1 ه،&خ? O+ 1'5'* ت-&د أخ4 ش> و ه?ا ه& ا D&ل ی،ه?ا ا /MGط... +O& آ#"! لMVسT ی&ح

< MB ط ه& اMG/ 4+1... اK7،?ه [لM6Oی   T+4K ا M\ .]4یK  ب4ی[ آ#"!،ه?ا ه& ذرك  . TKأح#* وج `aآ#"! ه& أ
� ا b;4اوی'*Oc،ف و أح أ&e# ی-&د آ#"! ا M'ح#+ III !"#ی-&د آ M'];D M6> ب،O' � أfDc ا D;[ ا > 1 ا '&م +-

�ا�B7 <و<ه M7>&+ Mا >]راده T64یG و ا M\4ح بGOه> ی> T64یG 4م...  ب1 و ت/&5& اKOذرك +:ال أ< ی ...  
   و أl7 أ< دی4ي Dc'1 ا Mj بMش III تGDE'1؟:س

:  أ67& &  1 7;* 45ی*، 45ی*�(')  J'K ا ، یCDEB د(') ا /-'4 و ا �(') III ا -Mدي، ه?ا ذرك ا Mj یMك یCDEB:إ��أة
ه?ا ذرك آ'Meك ...  +O'*،ذریQ ه?ي یM ...M\ M6O 1( +:ال ،M 1( +:ال ،و +M5 M+ 1Oc &5&/7 *'Oت تCDE. د(') 45ی*

1  & �� و +M ی6� یCDE ب/> ، ه?ل ا GDE7،C'DE&]...  7;"&] ب'*  '�ی* أ '* ی#Mوى، 7،[&";7 1  & &67-'Dأ< ب CDEی 
�'  4'o. ی-&د *'O+ <D+أ Mj ا [��ایT...  ذرك 7:ی�و 7�ی4و  1 ا M،Mj 1 ا Mj( و 7:یK أ '* ،+:ال أ< 5> ا p'-ال أ< ی:+ 

L+Mوى آM#ة،ی� ذریMO :+ Q أ< M#7و] ،اوو +M5 *'Oت أ '* ی#Mو.  ی#Mوى III 45ی* و ا :رع و بMش ی-&دو بB+4\[ وح
 ...CDEBأ '* ی L+Mآ C'DE ه?ا ا.DEBی *'O+ و T+4ی-&د ب C،!"#آ T+4ب M\ M6Oی  .(')� ی6& & ،ه?ا آ#"! ا /-'4 و ا 

(')�...  ه?ا خC'D واح�، ی-&دو آD+M'* خC'D واح�، +:ال أ '* یM+ 1Oc pDe ت`ت 45یTO وح�هM،+:ال أ< ی4BKم...  1 ا 
CDEأ '* ی CDEال،+:ال أت[ أ< ی:+  ...M\ M6Oول أ >"أ7; ه?ا ذرك ،ح"> آ#"!:  7;* 67& &  1،ه?ي ی� ،1 و أT'KDo ا 

b ا Lأه T وام ه[ دو� Mب Mjدای & � ا M-Gم 1Bj-V زیTO و ،T/'c زیTO...  ا b;4اء ا �4ب'T و +&ریMBن،4اء;أ > ی-
III ...أوراغ III @'ع ا #"4 و ذا و آ&DV III @'4اض آj  *+ 4سMذا زی* ،ی&(> +* ی wD6 67& &  1 7;* و آ'@ ا 

 +:ال أ< ،M5ت تCDE و <ه> Dc &Kb7'1 ا Mj أ '* Mc 1ODc &54-7د 5> ا 6�ر أ > یM+1'5 xDb راc'1 أ+D> +:ال ... 5'1
CDEأ '*... ی C'D7>... خM'س L+Mآ C'Dد خMc تM5 M+ 4امK ا > وخ? 5> ا،xDbی M+  .L+Mآ C Mی-&د خ *'O+ 4'�ی، 

T MK) &GDEBوي 45ی* و ا :رع و یM#B+،Mj Mب �و ذرك <ه> ... ی&خ? 5> ا 4Kام  "K'4 ذاك +Mc *'Oد ، خG'D\[ واح
4'K"  4امK خ?] 5> ا&O  4وy;B7 .<5&شCDEB+ ،CDEB+ و L+Mوي آM#+ دMc ه?ا  .   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


English translation: 
 
WOMAN: Today we are going to prepare couscous for lunch… Couscous is made of 
white flour with wheat flour – we call it wheat flour… We make it, we mix them like 
this…we mix it very well, the mixture of… aaa… of wheat flour… and… aaa… white 
flour, or the white-colored flour. We mix it very well and we make couscous… This is 
called cascass and it is where the couscous will be cooked.  We first put it in a plate and 
we make couscous from it… This is eshtat1, and is used last. And this is the first one that 
the mixture is passed through, this is used first and this is barram2 and is used last… The 
first step is called barma3, we mix it. Right here, this is lebrim4, the barma of couscous. 
Couscous is one of the most important dishes in the Saharawi culture. It can either be 
couscous sfouf [plain] or it can be… aaa… couscous with meat. Today, if God wishes, we 
are going to make it with meat and we will have it for lunch. And you will see the way 
we make it… Right now, the couscous is still being mixed. 
S: So, you add more water to mix it? 
WOMAN: This water right here is to mix the wheat flour with the… aaa… the normal 
flour, the white flour. We call it farin, farin: flour. And when we see that it needs some 
more mixing, it is still not mixed… Now, this is called, when… what we are doing right 
here, we call it mixing, we mix it with our hands until it is uniform… We mix it, this 
mixture is only mixed with hands and cannot be mixed with anything but hands… and we 
add water if we see that it needs water, now we add some water… It is still in the 
beginning, it is still being mixed until it is all the same… aaa… the wheat and white 
flours are equally mixed and have the same barma. And when it is uniform, we are still 
just mixing it… this mixture, until it is well mixed. And when it is well-mixed it becomes 
one barma and it is called the barma of couscous. This couscous is made of wheat and 
white flour, it is called flour… it is still being mixed, it is still unfinished until we make 
sure that there is no flour alone and instead one mixture, all this one mixture… It is still 
being mixed until well-mixed, still… this is called, we say: mixing couscous. This is 
mixing it. The majority of the countries that, that make it regularly are the Saharawi 
people, Western Sahara and Mauritania. It is a healthy food, it is tasty and… aaa… it 
protects from a lot of sicknesses like… aaa… high blood pressure and like… aaa… 
something we call awrag5, and it is good for heart-related problems. It [couscous] is still 
not well-mixed and so we will add some more water to ensure that the mixture looks 
right. It is still being mixed… And if we pass it through the barram before it is mixed – 
well, it won’t work. But when the whole mixture looks uniform – the wheat and white 
flours are well-mixed – then we can pass it through the barram… And now we are ready 
to pass it through the barram. Look, it is all well-mixed and uniform.   
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Eshtat: A very fine sieve; the couscous is passed through it at the last stage to ensure that no flour is left.    
2 Barram: A fine sieve, allowing slightly coarser particles through than the eshtat does. The couscous is 
passed through the barram before the eshtat. 
3 Barma refers to the mixture of couscous once it has been mixed to the extent that it forms tiny clumps. 
4 Lebrim is a verb meaning to mix couscous.  
5 Awrag is a term the Saharawis use to refer to high blood sugar levels. A person tends to get awrag when 
they consume a lot of sweet food over a short period of time.  
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